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CT Angiography~CTA! is an established technique for the minimally invasive imaging of arteries.
The technique of maximum intensity projection~MIP! is often used to get a comprehensive over-
view of the vascular anatomy. On a MIP, however, arterial wall calcifications may hinder the
visualization of the arterial lumen. These calcifications are in direct contact with the contrast-
enhanced blood, which makes removal difficult. We present a local subtraction method for the
automatic removal of these calcifications. In our approach a second CT scan has to be made, prior
to contrast injection. The calcifications in both scans are registered prior to subtraction to compen-
sate for displacements in between the two scans. Local subtraction results are compared with results
obtained by thresholding. The method was tested in a phantom and with data from four patients.
The phantom represented an artery with different types of stenosis. Data were used from patients
for which CTA of the renal arteries was performed. For two patients the electrocardiogram~ECG!
was recorded during the CTA examination, making retrospective cardiac gated reconstructions
possible. Both the phantom and the patient study showed that the local subtraction method is
capable of removing calcifications and visualizing the residual lumen. In the patient study it ap-
peared that some artifacts remained for higher pitch values. We conclude that the local subtraction
method is less subjective and more accurate than thresholding. Best results are obtained by use of
a small pitch, at the expense of the volume covered during a single breath hold. ©2003 American
Association of Physicists in Medicine.@DOI: 10.1118/1.1567271#
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I. INTRODUCTION

CT Angiography~CTA! has become an established techniq
for minimally invasive imaging of arteries in different par
of the human body.1,2 In order to get a comprehensive ove
view of the vascular anatomy the three dimensional~3D!
visualization technique of maximum intensity projectio
~MIP! is used regularly. To be able to observe the arterie
a MIP image all high density structures have to be remo
from the volume of interest prior to the application of th
projection procedure.3 Especially arterial wall calcifications
can be a serious problem in the visualization of the r
lumen. This problem has been reported in a number of C
studies concerning the renal arteries,4–6 the coronary
arteries7 and the carotid arteries.8–10 Calcifications can also
761 Med. Phys. 30 „5…, May 2003 0094-2405Õ2003Õ30„5
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complicate the use of volume rendering~VR!. To differenti-
ate calcifications from contrast-enhanced blood at VR o
has to choose a transfer function with different opac
and/or color values for contrast-enhanced blood a
calcification.11 The choice for a particular transfer functio
strongly influences the visualization of the lumen and th
the grading of the stenosis.

Different methods exist for the removal of high dens
structures. Structures that are well separated from the arte
of interest can be removed manually by using a cutting t
on a graphical workstation. This can be done in multip
slices simultaneously if a viewing angle can be chosen
such a way that structures to be removed do not overpro
the arteries of interest on a MIP. In case of overprojection
761…Õ761Õ10Õ$20.00 © 2003 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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762 van Straten et al. : Removal of arterial wall calcifications 762
all orientations the cutting has to be done for one slice a
time, which is very time consuming. In case the high dens
structures are contiguous to the arteries, which is the cas
calcifcations, this procedure is virtually impossible. Oth
methods like thresholding, region growing and maskin12

can be used to identify and remove high density structu
These methods have in common that the CT value of e
voxel is either replaced by an arbitrary low value or le
unaltered. Unfortunately, contrast-enhanced blood in the
mediate vicinity of arterial wall calcifications has a relative
high CT value due to the nonzero width of the point spre
function ~PSF!. Consequently choosing the parameters of
methods mentioned above so that all voxels belonging
high density structures are removed, without including c
trast enhanced blood, is difficult and subjective. Theref
these methods are less suitable for the removal of arte
wall calcifications.

In this article we report on a method for the automa
removal of arterial wall calcifications. A technique that
commonly used in conventional angiography, but less so
CTA, is subtraction: a nonenhanced image is subtracted f
the contrast-enhanced image in order to remove all comm
structures. Our method, local subtraction, is based on
principle. Due to the inevitable displacements of the pati
in between the two scans the images have to be regist
prior to subtraction. The method was tested in a phantom
with data from four patients. The phantom consisted of c
inders with two different types of stenosis. The patient d
originated from a study in which patients underwent a C
examination of the renal arteries. For two patients the e
trocardiogram~ECG! was also recorded during data acqui
tion. This allowed us to make cardiac gated reconstructi
retrospectively. Results of local subtraction are compa
with results obtained by thresholding.

II. THEORY AND METHODS

A. Image formation

In a CT scan all structures are imaged with blurred bou
aries, due to the finite width of the PSF. The width of the P
depends on the construction of the CT scanner, a numbe
scanning parameters and the reconstruction kernel. We
proximate the PSF by a 3D Gaussian:

PSF~x,s!'G~x,s!

5
1

~2p!3/2sxsysz
e2 1/2(x2/sx

2
1 y2/sy

2
1 z2/sz

2),

~1!

with s5(sx ,sy ,sz) the standard deviation of the Gaussi
in three orthogonal directions andx5(x,y,z,1)T the homo-
geneous coordinate13 in the 3D image. The use of homoge
neous coordinates facilitates the notation of the transfor
tions, as will become clear in the next section.

The nonenhanced imageB(x,s) and contrast-enhance
imageC(x,s) are the result of the convolution of the obje
functionsBO(x) andCO(x) with PSF(x,s):
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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B~x,s!5BO~x!* PSF~x,s!, ~2!

C~x,s!5CO~x!* PSF~x,s!. ~3!

The object functions represent the distribution of the true
values in 3D space. In the following the functionsB(x,s)
andC(x,s) are considered for discrete voxel coordinatesx
only.

We consider three types of material which are relevan
the removal of hyperdense structures: the hyperdense s
ture itself, blood~nonenhanced or contrast-enhanced! and the
surrounding tissue. The mean CT value of hyperdense st
tures is relatively high. That of the tissue is relatively low.
the nonenhanced situation the CT values of blood and
rounding tissue are approximately equal. In the contra
enhanced situation the CT value of blood clearly exceeds
CT values of the surrounding tissue.

B. Calcification removal by local subtraction

The principle of calcification removal is illustrated wit
an example which is shown in Fig. 1. In this example t
arterial lumen is represented by a cylinder with a diamete
6.0 mm. The cylinder contains a dense structure, contigu
to the perimeter, which has to be removed.

In the upper part of Fig. 1 the object functionsBO(x) and
CO(x) are shown. In the middle part the functionsB(x,s)
and C(x,s) are shown. The latter pair of functions is ob
tained by convolution of the object functions with an isotr
pic Gaussian PSF withs50.6 mm. The CT values across
horizontal line through the center of the cylinder are sho
in the lower part of Fig. 1.

The local subtraction procedure only pertains to the v
els of the hyperdense structure and the peripheral zone of
structure. The inclusion of this peripheral zone is necess
to subtract all voxels whose CT values are altered due to
presence of the hyperdense structure. The collection of v
els belonging to the dense structure and its peripheral zon
denoted byR. This collection is determined by thresholdin
followed by binary dilation. Details are given in Sec. III
and Sec. III C for the phantom and patient study, resp
tively. The boundaries ofR are indicated in Fig. 1 by dotted
vertical lines. The voxels inR in the nonenhanced situatio
are subtracted from the corresponding voxels in the contr
enhanced situation. Because subtraction of only a part o
image produces a discontinuity in the CT values, the s
tracted CT values are scaled and an offset value is adde
order to restore the continuity:

L~x,s!5H ~C~x,s!2B~x,s!!•g1d, ;xPR,

C~x,s!, ;x¹R.
~4!

The scale factorg is given by

g5
CTcontrast-enhanced lumen2CTsurrounding tissue

CTcontrast-enhanced lumen2CTnonenhanced lumen
, ~5!

with CTmaterial the mean CT value of a specific material. Th
offset valued is equal to CTsurrounding tissue. The result of
local subtraction for the data of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 2~a!.
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In practice the hyperdense structures have to be regist
prior to local subtraction to compensate for displacement
between the two scans. All structures are registered indiv
ally because they can move in relation to each other. E
structureRi in B(x,s) is registered by applying a 3D rigid
transformationTi , consisting of translation and rotation. Th
transformationTi is determined by minimizing the cost func
tion;

F~Ti !5 (
xPRi

„B~x,s!2C~Tix,s!…2. ~6!

Linear interpolation is used for the calculation of the value
C(Tix,s) for positions Tix not corresponding with voxe
coordinates. The minimization is performed by the downh
simplex method.14 This method needs initial values for th
six transformation parameters, and six characteristic va
tions around these initial values. The initial values are de
mined by registration of the cluster of hyperdense structu

FIG. 1. Model of an artery consisting of a cylinder with a stenosis caused
a hyperdense structure which covers 25% of the cylinder wall.~a! Nonen-
hanced situation.~b! Contrast-enhanced situation. Top: Object functio
BO(x) andCO(x). Middle: B(x,s) andC(x,s), obtained by convolution of
the object functions with a Gaussian PSF. Bottom: CT values across a
zontal line through the center of the cylinder. The dotted vertical lines in
cate the position of the boundaries of the peripheral zone of the hyperd
structure used in the local subtraction method.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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as a whole~see also Sec. III C!. As characteristic variation
1 mm was taken for the translations and 1 degree for
rotations.

The registration procedure described above may introd
a bias on the transformationTi . The main reason for this
bias is that the CT value of the lumen is increased in
contrast-enhanced situation. Due to the nonzero width of
PSF this affects the shape of the dense structure, whic
immediately adjacent to the blood. In the example of Figs
and 2 no registration is needed, as the dense structure
the same location inBO andCO . The minimum value of the
cost function, however, is found for a small shift in th
x-direction,Dx50.14 mm. When this shift is implemented
an artifact appears in the locally subtracted image@see Fig.
6~c!, cross-sectional image 2#. In the following we discuss a
method to minimize this artifact.

The magnitude of the bias depends on the width of
PSF. In order to obtain a small bias the PSF should be
narrow as possible. A narrower PSF, however, correspo

y

ri-
i-
se

FIG. 2. Result of removal of the hyperdense structure in Fig. 1~b!. ~a! Re-
moval by local subtraction.~b! Removal by thresholding. Top: cross
sectional image~with a zero width PSF! of the model with the dense struc
ture replaced by material with a CT value of surrounding tissue. Midd
cross-sectional images of the model after removal of the hyperdense s
ture. Bottom: CT values across a horizontal line through the center of
cylinder in the top image~dashed lines! and middle images~solid lines!.
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764 van Straten et al. : Removal of arterial wall calcifications 764
with an increase in image noise, which is generally unde
able in CTA of the abdominal arteries. To be able to use
PSF that is chosen for the clinical protocol, we computeTi

for several values ofusu.0, extrapolate the components ofTi

to the situations50, and apply the unbiased transformatio
to the image with the desired PSF. The in-plane width of
PSF (sx andsy) can be decreased by choosing another
construction kernel. The width of the PSF can be increa
in all three directions by convolving the data with a Gauss
kernelG(x,sG):

B~x,s8!5B~x,s!* G~x,sG!, ~7!

C~x,s8!5C~x,s!* G~x,sG!, ~8!

with the standard deviations8 of the resulting PSF given by

s j85A~s j !
21~sG,j !

2, j 5x,y,z. ~9!

The bias correction method described above was teste
both the phantom and patient study. The shape and dim
sions of the stenosis in the phantom study are equal to th
the example used in this section.

C. Calcification removal by thresholding

Results of the local subtraction method, described in
previous section, will be compared with results obtained
thresholding. Removal of a high density structure by thre
olding is given by

M ~x,s!5H C~x,s!, if C~x,s!,t,

«, if C~x,s!>t,
~10!

with t the threshold value and« an arbitrary low CT value.
The value oft should be as low as possible in order
remove as many as possible voxels belonging to a hy
dense structure. The CT value of the contrast-enhanced
men is the lower limit fort. In practice the value oft must
be higher, due to the presence of noise in the CT image.
result of thresholding the data of Fig. 1~b! is shown in Fig.
2~b!.

III. EXPERIMENTS

A. Measurement of the point spread function

A small gold sphere~diameter 0.22 mm!, embedded in a
synthetic material was used to measure the point sp
function of the CT scanner. The PSF was measured for
scan parameters used in the phantom and patient study
constructions were made with kernel A~smooth! and kernel
D ~sharp! with a voxel size of 0.12530.12530.125 mm3

~much smaller than the full width at half maximum of th
PSF!.

B. Phantom study

A phantom was designed to represent a renal artery wi
diameter of 6.0 mm~see Fig. 3!. It includes a hyperdens
structure mimicking a calcified plaque all around the ves
wall, and a smaller structure which covers only 25% of t
vessel wall. In the larger hyperdense structure a small l
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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density cylinder is inserted, to mimic an occlusion. It al
includes a cylinder with a diameter of 3.0 mm which repr
sents the gold standard for the lumen within the first hyp
dense structure. The phantom was constructed from lu
and polyvinylchloride ~PVC!, which are approximately
tissue- and calcification-equivalent with respect to their
tenuation coefficients~CT values approximately 130 and 95
HU, respectively!.

The orientation of the phantom during the scans, deno
by the anglea between the cylinder axis and the direction
table movement, was varied. The phantom was scanned
three orientations:a50°, a545° anda590°. For the nonen-
hanced scan the cylinders were filled with water with a lo
iodine concentration, resulting in a mean CT value of 1
HU. For the contrast-enhanced scan the cylinders were fi
with water with a higher iodine concentration, resulting in
mean CT value of 410 HU. The increase of the attenuat
coefficient between the two scans~270 HU! corresponded
approximately with the difference between attenuation co
ficients of nonenhanced and contrast-enhanced blood in
CTA examination of the renal arteries.

Spiral CT datasets were acquired with a CT scanner w
four detector arrays~Mx8000; Philips, Eindhoven, The Neth
erlands!. Both nonenhanced and contrast-enhanced sc
were made with a collimation of 431.0 mm, a scan time o
0.75 s per 360° rotation, 120 kV, 300 mAs per section. T
values for the pitch were used: 0.875~table feed 4.7 mm/s!
and 0.375~table feed 2.0 mm/s!. Nonionic contrast materia
~Iohexol; @Omnipaque#; Nycomed Amersham, Oslo, Nor
way; 300 mg of iodine per milliliter! was used. Reconstruc
tions were made with a voxel size of 0.2030.20
30.60 mm3, 360° interpolation and reconstruction kernel
~smooth!. Additional reconstructions were made with kern
D ~sharp! for a determination of the bias on the registrati
parameters.

FIG. 3. Schematic view of the phantom with dimensions in millimeters.~a!
Longitudinal section.~b! Cross-section. Three cylinders~white!, which can
be filled with water with iodine, represent arteries with a diameter of 3 m
~top! and 6 mm~center and bottom!. The phantom is constructed from lucit
~gray!. The hyperdense structures in the center and bottom cylinder
made of PVC~black!.
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The hyperdense structures were identified in the non
hanced image by thresholding witht5500 HU. The extra
region around each structure was obtained by binary dil
tion with a spherical kernel with a radius of 2.5 mm.

C. Patient study

Data were used from four patients for which CTA of th
renal arteries was performed. First a low dose localizat
scan was made to visualize the kidneys and calcification
any. In case calcifications were present in or near the re
arteries, a regular dose nonenhanced spiral CT scan
made. To keep the additional radiation dose as low as p
sible, this scan was made only of the region containing
calcifications. Finally the CT angiographic examination w
performed. The contrast material was injected in a cub
vein at a rate of 3 ml/s for a period equal to the total sc
time. Scanning was started after a delay time that was m
sured with a delay test. The study was approved by our
stitutional review board and informed consent was obtai
from all patients. Table I gives an overview of the pitch a
rotation time for these patients. For two patients~numbers 1
and 2! the scan parameters were the same as in the pha
study. For the other two patients~numbers 3 and 4! the elec-
trocardiogram~ECG! was recorded simultaneously and t
scan parameters were adapted to be able to make retro
tive cardiac gated~tagged! reconstructions.15,16 The tagged
reconstructions were made to investigate the amount of
tion of calcifications during data acquisition and the infl
ence on the local subtraction result. As the CT scans of
tients 3 and 4 were made with a lower pitch; the untagg
reconstructions of these scans allowed us to investigate
influence of the pitch on the image quality. For these last t
patients the rotation time was decreased to 0.5 s per 3
rotation. Reconstructions were made with a voxel size
0.4930.4930.70 mm3 while the other reconstruction pa
rameters were the same as in the phantom study. A con
tional angiogram was made from patient 2, six months a
the CTA examination, so that results of these two modali
could be compared with respect to the visualization of
lumen at the location of the~removed! calcifications.

Each cluster of 6-connected voxels withB(x,s).t was
labeled as a separate structure and the extra region ar
each structure was obtained by binary dilatation with
spherical kernel with a radius of 2.5 mm. The threshold va
t was chosen to be 50 to 70 HU above the mean value of
nonenhanced blood in order to avoid the inclusion of vox
representing blood. The range of 50–70 HU is in the orde
three to four times the standard deviation of the CT value
a region of interest in the nonenhanced blood. In the re

TABLE I. Scan parameters used for the four patients.

No. Pitch Rotation time (s/360°) Heart rate~BPM!

1 0.875 0.75 -
2 0.875 0.75 -
3 0.425 0.50 55–60
4 0.450 0.50 45–60
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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tration procedure the set of clusters was first registered
whole to avoid convergence problems during the individ
registration of each cluster, and next each cluster was re
tered separately.

Image processing was performed on a personal comp
equipped with a 650 MHz processor~Pentium III processor;
Intel, USA!. The processing time for the removal of the ca
cifications by local subtraction and thresholding depended
the number of clusters found. For a typical number
clusters~5–10! the processing time was approximately 1
minutes.

IV. RESULTS

A. Point spread function

The PSF is analyzed in two directions: thez-direction
~direction of table movement! and the radial direction~in the
x,y-plane!. The measured PSFs can be very well appro
mated by Gaussians. The standard deviations of the fi
Gaussians aresA5~0.60,0.60,0.60! mm for reconstruction
kernel A andsD5~0.34,0.34,0.60! mm for reconstruction
kernel D. The full width at half maximum~FWHM! of the
PSF in thez-direction, which is often used as a measure
the effective slice thickness, is for both reconstruction k
nels equal toszA8 ln 2'1.41 mm.

B. Phantom study

The results of local subtraction and thresholding we
evaluated on both cross-sectional and MIP images. Figu
shows images and profiles along a line for both the non
hanced and contrast-enhanced CT scan~with a50° and pitch
0.875! of the middle cylinder of Fig. 3. The contras
enhanced CT scan is also depicted after removal of the h
density structure by both local subtraction and thresholdi
In this case no registration bias is present because of
circular symmetry of the high density structure and t
contrast-enhanced lumen. The CT values along the ce
line in the subtracted image are in exact agreement with
CT values along the same line in the top cylinder in Fig
~not shown!. Figure 5 shows results of local subtraction f
all combinations of cylinder orientation and pitch valu
Both phantom orientation and pitch value do influence
quality of the result. Best results are obtained fora50°. For
a545° anda590° the results for low pitch are better.

Figure 6 shows the result of removal of the asymme
high density structure in the bottom cylinder of Fig. 3. No
that the physical properties of this stenosis correspond w
the data used in Fig. 1. For this stenosis the transforma
Ti found during registration depends on the~effective! width
of the PSF. This dependency is shown in Fig. 6~a! for the
translationDx. The value ofDx was determined for three
values of the standard deviation of the PSF:sx5sy

50.34 mm ~reconstruction kernel D!, sx5sy50.60 mm
~reconstruction kernel A! and sx85sy850.90 mm ~recon-
struction kernel A and convolution with a Gaussian kern
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FIG. 4. MIP images~top left!, cross-sections~top right! and profiles along the centerline~bottom! for CT scans of the 6 mm cylinder~Fig. 3, middle! with
a50° and pitch 0.875.~a! Nonenhanced and~b! contrast-enhanced CT scan.~c! Result of removal by local subtraction.~d! Result of removal by thresholding
~with t5450 HU!. The lines in the images indicate the location of the plotted profile. The dashed vertical lines in the intensity profiles represent the
boundaries of the high density structure.
u
th
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nce
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e
el D
with sG50.67 mm). In the three situations the value ofsz

was 0.60 mm, 0.60 mm and 0.90 mm, respectively. Beca
of the symmetrical shape of the hyperdense structure in
z-direction, however, the exact value ofsz does not influ-
ence the results. The measurements show that it is reaso
to assume a linear relationship betweensx andDx. By ex-
trapolation tosx50 mm the bias onDx is removed@Figs.

FIG. 5. MIP images after local subtraction for different values of the pi
and for different orientationsa of the phantom.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
se
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ble

6~b! and 6~c!#. The influence ofs on the translation in they-
andz-direction is very small, because of the symmetry of t
high density structure in these directions, as is the influe
on the rotation parameters~not shown!.

FIG. 6. Reduction of the bias on the transformation.~a! Extrapolation of the
value of the translation in thex-direction.~b! Profiles of the result of local
subtraction for four values ofDx. ~c! Cross-sectional images of the result o
local subtraction for four values ofDx. The numbers correspond with th
registration results after using images that are reconstructed with kern
~1!, with kernel A~2! and with kernel A plus a Gaussian blur~3!. The results
denoted by~0! correspond with the unbiased transformation.
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FIG. 7. Transverse images and profiles along a line of CT scans of the aorta of patient 1 with arterial wall calcifications.~a! Registered nonenhanced and~b!
contrast-enhanced CT scan. The calcification on the left side of the aorta is used for the registration. The result after removal of the arterial wall calcifications
by ~c! local subtraction and~d! thresholding. The lines in the images indicate the location of the plotted profile. The dashed lines represent the pro
figure ~b!.
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C. Patient study

The mean CT value of the nonenhanced blood was
proximately 50 HU. The mean CT value of the contra
enhanced blood varied between approximately 200 and
HU. The maximum CT value of the calcifications varied b
tween 1100 and 1600 HU for images reconstructed with k
nel A.

Cross-sectional images and profiles along a line of
nonenhanced and contrast-enhanced CT scan of patient
shown in Figs. 7~a! and 7~b!; respectively. The results of th
removal of calcifications in the aortic wall are shown in F
7. For the removal by thresholding the lowest threshold t
was feasible in this patient~t5280 HU, only slightly above
200 HU, the mean CT value of the contrast-enhanced lum!
does not remove all voxels that may obscure the lumen o
MIP. The local subtraction method does remove the calc
cation in such a way that a clean MIP can be made~MIP not
shown!.

MIP and multiplanar reformation~MPR! images of the
contrast-enhanced CT scan of patient 2 are shown in Fig
On the MPR image, made after removal by local subtract
some artifacts remain at the location of the removed calc
cations. We tried the bias reduction method that we succ
fully applied in the phantom study, but the resulting imag
were virtually the same~not shown!. Evidently this artifact
must have another cause. We return to this point in the
cussion. On the MPR image, made after removal by thre
olding ~with t5300 HU!, the width of the lumen~mean CT
value of 230 HU! appears to be reduced significantly. It
also clearly visible that the high density voxels at the tran
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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FIG. 8. MIP images~left! and MPR images~right! of the renal artery with
arterial wall calcifications~patient 2!. ~a! Original contrast-enhanced image
~b! Calcification removed by local subtraction.~c! Calcification removed by
thresholding. The lines in the MIP images indicate the location of the M
planes.
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768 van Straten et al. : Removal of arterial wall calcifications 768
tion from calcification to surrounding tissue are not remov
The conventional DSA study~made six months after th
CTA examination! shows that the diameter of the lumen
not reduced at the location of the calcifications~Fig. 9!.

For patient 3 tagged reconstructions are made for 10 e
distant phases of the cardiac cycle. For a calcification at
origin of the renal artery the location of the center of ma
for each phase is calculated. The maximum shift, relative
the location of the calcification at the start of the card
cycle, is approximately 1.5 mm. The result of local subtra
tion and thresholding is shown in Fig. 10. Additionally
typical example of local subtraction with tagged reconstr
tions is depicted. The tagged reconstructions are mad
30% of the cardiac cycle.

Cross-sectional images of the nonenhanced and cont
enhanced CT scan of patient 4 are shown in Figs. 11~a! and
11~b!, respectively. In this case untagged reconstructions
used. In Fig. 11 the result of calcification removal is show

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this article we dealt with the removal of arterial wa
calcifications when making MIP images in case these ca
fications hinder the diagnosis of a possible stenosis.
though in the diagnostic process radiologists always incl
the source images and will use MPR images as well,
processed MIP images can be of great value: source im
often do not have the correct orientation for a proper jud
ment of the calcified areas and with the MPR technique th
is a strong investigator dependence on the choice of the
entation of the MPR plane. Furthermore, referring clinicia
often have less sophisticated possibilities for visualizat
and may feel uncomfortable when making clinical decisio
using MIP images in which the lumen of the arteries can
be depicted.

The most obvious method for the removal of arterial w
calcifications is thresholding.8,17,18The selection of the value
of the threshold, however, is critical. In the literature rath
ad-hocchoices have been made.9 Thresholding is only effec-
tive in removing all voxels associated with the calcificatio
if it is performed with a low value of the threshold. Th
drawback, however, is that voxels that actually repres
blood, but have CT values above the threshold value du
the nonzero width of the PSF, or noise, are also removed
small vessels this means a relatively large reduction of

FIG. 9. Conventional digital subtraction angiogram of patient 2.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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lumen and consequently an overestimation of the grade
stenosis. We have used thresholding as well and, as expe
this method did not remove the calcifications satisfacto
both in the phantom and in the patient study.

The local subtraction method uses information from
additional CT scan made prior to the injection of the contr
agent. Because of the inevitable movement of calcificati
relative to each other in between the two scans, conventio
global subtraction cannot be applied. A possible appro
would be the application of an elastic registration meth
This approach is much more involved, however, and a
global subtraction method has the drawback of a deterio
tion of the signal-to-noise ratio.12 In our method the calcifi-

FIG. 10. MIP images~left! and MPR images~right! of renal artery with
arterial wall calcifications~patient 3!. ~a! Original contrast-enhanced imag
~untagged!. ~b! Calcification removed by local subtraction, using untagg
reconstructions.~c! Calcification removed by thresholding, using untagg
reconstructions.~d! Calcification removed by local subtraction, using tagg
reconstructions. The lines in the MIP images indicate the location of
MPR planes.
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FIG. 11. Transverse images and profiles along a line of CT scans of the aorta of patient 4 with arterial wall calcifications.~a! Registered nonenhanced and~b!
contrast-enhanced CT scan. Result after removal of the arterial wall calcifications by~c! local subtraction and~d! thresholding. The lines in the images indica
the location of the plotted profile. The dashed lines represent the profile from~b!.
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cations in the nonenhanced image are subtracted from
corresponding calcifications in the contrast-enhanced im
leaving the rest of the image unaltered. The continuity of
CT values is restored by scaling of the subtracted CT va
and by the addition of an offset value. This procedure wo
perfectly if the CT values of the tissue in the immedia
neighborhood of the calcifications are constant; otherw
small discontinuities will remain. In the four patients cons
ered here, the latter appeared not to be the case.

In the phantom study the high density structures w
removed correctly by local subtraction. In case of the asy
metrical high density structure, the theoretically predic
bias in the transformation parameters for the registration
indeed present, and the correction method, based on the
trapolation to the situation of a zero width PSF, removed t
bias. Although satisfactory results were obtained for all sc
in the phantom study, the best results were obtained for
low pitch scans. This can be explained by the fact that sp
CT inevitably is accompanied by slight interpolatio
artifacts.19 The artifacts are mainly present at structures t
change rapidly in thez-direction. In most cases these ar
facts are hardly noticeable in the images themselves, but
may show up in the subtracted images because the arti
in most situations are not exactly the same in the two
scans. The magnitude of the artifacts depends on the
parameters and reconstruction method. Especially the p
is an important parameter.20 It thus appears that the use of
low pitch is an important factor in obtaining local subtracti
results with the highest quality.

In the patient study the local subtraction method yield
results of varying quality. The quality of the subtraction d
pends primarily on the quality of the registration of the c
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 5, May 2003
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cifications. The steep transition in CT value from calcific
tion to surrounding tissue, and to blood, is the reason
local subtraction results in relatively large differences in C
values, when even a minimal mismatch of a calcification
present. These CT values may be erroneously interprete
contrast-enhanced blood. A mismatch can be caused by
ferent reasons, which can be classified in two categor
incorrect registration of the calcifications and differences
the depicted shape of the calcifications in the two scans.
incorrect registration can be caused by the bias in the tra
formation parameters. As noted above, this bias was succ
fully removed in the phantom study. In the patient stud
however, the bias correction method did not improve
quality of the results noticeably. We note that the bias red
tion method used in this article can be improved upon, as
full range of s was only applied in thex- and y-direction,
while in thez-direction the standard deviation for the sma
est scale equals that of the medium scale. For the sma
scale the value can actually be reduced by using a deco
lution technique.21 We do not think that for the patient stud
the extension of the bias reduction method would lead
substantial improvement, as in this case the bias reduc
method hardly had any effect on the quality of the calcific
tion removal. This was even the case when the bias could
expected to be present in thex-,y-plane only, as is the cas
for instance in calcifications in the aortic wall.

We are of the opinion that slight changes in depict
shape of the calcifications in the CT images are the m
reason for the imperfections in the removal of the calcific
tions. The influence of the interpolation artifacts on the d
picted shape, as discussed above for the phantom study
be expected to be present in the clinical data as well. Ho
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ever, in the patient study the shape of calcifications is a
influenced by the motion of calcificationsduring data acqui-
sition. In an attempt to reduce the influence of motion dur
data acquisition, two patients were scanned while simu
neously recording the ECG, which allows for retrospect
cardiac gated reconstructions. These two scans reveal
displacement of the calcifications during the cardiac cycle
approximately 1.5 mm, caused by vessel movements
pulsation due to the heart beat. With regard to the ECG
related reconstructions, the subtraction results appeare
depend on the cardiac phase chosen for reconstruction. H
ever, no link could be found between the movement o
calcification during the cardiac cycle, and the quality of t
result of local subtraction. Use of these gated reconstruct
showed no improvement over the local subtraction obtai
without gating. An explanation is that additional artifacts a
induced by the gated reconstruction technique, for this te
nique uses only a selection of the transmission measurem
during the selected phase of the cardiac cycle. The bes
sults were actually obtained when using the untagged re
structions for these two patients. These results~with pitch
0.425 and 0.450! appear to be better than the results obtain
for the other two patients~with pitch 0.875!. This is in ac-
cordance with the phantom study where better local subt
tion results were obtained at the lower pitch values.

We cannot exclude the possibility that motion artifac
were a problem in the registration for the two patients
which CT scans were made without the option of card
gating as for these patients a higher pitch was used tha
the gated studies. The use of a high pitch may engend
different influence of the motion of calcifications on the im
age reproducibility. Further research is needed to reveal
relation between scan parameters and motion blurring on
one hand and the relation between scan parameters an
construction artifacts on the other.

We conclude that the local subtraction method, compa
to the thresholding method, is less subjective and more
curate by taking the effects of the intrinsic blur of the C
scanner into account. Best results are obtained by use
small pitch, at the expense of the volume covered durin
single breath hold. With the introduction of helical con
beam CT scanners with a larger coverage in thez-direction
this problem will be less severe and we expect our metho
be even more valuable.
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